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About This Content

Ahoy, matey! Fancy a sweet trade to face those rotten landlubbers?
Here, take a cocked hat I found on another head, a mighty cutlass and ye’old green parrot for a companion.

This DLC contains:

Headgear (tricorn).

A weapon (cutlass).

A pet (green parrot).

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible
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Better than Season 8. i love this game keep up the work. Ultimately this is not a BAD game, but I did find it a bit more
frustrating than I was expecting. For a game that relies so heavily on platforming, the platforming felt... well, not great. There
were a lot of times considering how little of the game I played where I was sure I was landing on a landable surface only to find
that I fell right through the floor. Then I would jump back up and stand on the exact same platform that I had fallen through
moments before. There's also some sort of base-building mechanic, and maybe the game gets better once you really get into
that, but I never got any sense at all of how to actually hit that breakpoint since the level structure is randomly generated each
night. This means that every time you go out you have no idea where your objective will be and you end up just wandering
around for a long time. On the whole it's definitely an interesting premise and it could have been really good but a few big issues
in platforming and design make it a bit rough at the start and I decided not to press on.. Unique and addictive game which is
unfortunately dead.. Fun campaign, scenarios are good and immersive. Felt like a race to Tunis then hitting a huge wall.

Love the type of scripted events what with the Mateur counter-attack. The pop-up message adds a ton of drama surprisingly, and
should be used for all these types of events. The trigger for this one (Mateur) however needs some work as it's too easy to
cheese if you know the hexes to not cross then just wait it out and get a cheap marginal victory.

Some of the unit icons need updating. The M4A3 you can (and should) start off with incorrectly shows the 76mm gun while the
M4A3E2(76) shows the short barrel. The latter not being available until '45.. rather recommend than not, still this is barely
worth the 20 bucks. On Sale this is a safe pick.

Why?

-VERY slow gamepace. Mainly because of endless traveltimes. From the 36 hours i played at this time i was probably just
staring at the screen and waiting for about 10 hours.
-The Story ( while not too important) doesn´t really connect and is not immersive.

The rest is ok. Its still not really finished obviously. While the Lasercore still has a placeholder description text and so forth...
The weapon balancing is not so good. Most of the time you end up with same setup because some weapons are straight useless.
I still had a good time
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Pretty interesting... Good quality.
But i was hope that there was a subtitles... but no :P
Good MKL :)
8/10. I'm addicted. Im 30 hours in and still so much more to experience yet.
You like collecting and hoarding resources? Building bases and researching better
technologies? Breathtaking Environments with weather? Get this and I promise
you won't regret it.. LEFTIES BEWARE! I really wanted to like this game because it looks unique and interesting. But I use my
mouse with my left hand so movement keys locked to WASD instead of arrow keys with no way to rebind is a no-brainer for
me.. This game mixes face paced fps action. With minimal down time, but still gives you tones of options to customize your
load out without being rushed. Has multiple modes too. Also devs are constantly active and listening to the player base to help
improve the game.. The following is the amateur fan-review of the game I wrote ten+ years ago, edited for this re-release.

Romance of the Three Kingdoms XI (San Guo Zhi 11) is Koei's eleventh installment in its long-running historical simulation
turn-based strategy games. Combining a revamped graphics engine and new tactical gameplay, San Guo 11 is by far the best in
the series.

Set in historical China, the game follows the epic story of the Three Kingdoms era. Players can choose to conquer China from
the perspectives of various warlords, play specific scenarios and famous historical battles, or even create their own generals and
officers to introduce into the dramatic saga. If you've played any of these games before, however, you'll know that those
features are pretty much staples of the San Guo series. What sets San Guo 11 apart from its predecessors is its stylized graphics
engine, and the introduction of new units, tactics, and general strategy. Add that to streamlined gameplay and engaging tactical
battles, and Koei has really created the best San Guo game in a decade.

Like its predecessors, San Guo 11 has gameplay that is basically separated into two parts: managing one's cities and managing
battlefields. City Management this time around is now much more similar to Age of Empires, where specific buildings need to
be constructed in order to provide cities with various resources. For example, markets are needed to provide cities with income,
while farms are needed to supply food and rations. Build a barracks to recruit troops, build a blacksmith to forge various
weapons, and build a shipyard to allow for sea travel. This new take on city management is much more appealing than in the
previous versions of the game, where you basically assigned officers to improve "invisible" aspects of each city. Amidst all the
construction, you also have to take into consideration the level of unrest in your city, train your troops, and manage your
officers' loyalty. All these factors really force you to plan out your strategy for defeating enemies - Are you going to spend that
last reserve of gold for more troops? Or will you spend it on building more markets to increase income in the future?

In terms of combat, San Guo's turn-based battles have been hit and miss in the past. 11 is definitely a hit. There are three main
types of troops you can deploy, who share a rock-paper-scissors relationship. Spearmen defeat Cavalry, while Cavalry defeat
Axemen, and Axemen defeat Spearmen. Further, there are various other units including archers, battering rams, trebuchets, all
of which have their own set of unique tactics that can be used on the battlefield. Not only that, but each unit type can eventually
be upgraded to have even more abilities. For example, Cavalry can be upgraded to be able to equip bows, making for a deadly
combination of speed and range. Spearmen can learn to steal enemy rations when attacking, decreasing morale. Add to that the
option of using subterfuge and the ability to have your generals duke it out in one-on-one duels, this game is littered with
strategic options and depth. Well planned out manuevers are extremely satisfying, as you watch your forces push back
significantly larger armies with special tactics and carefully positioned strikes.

The series' greatest weakness has always been its graphics, but San Guo 11 has broken through the stereotype by having a very
appealing and stylized presentation. The interface is easily accessible and appropriately themed. Further, the game uses a cel-
shaded graphics engine that manages to suit the atmosphere very well. The battles are suitably awe-inspiring as you watch
hundreds of little cavalry and spearman units charging at each other. Duels and Debates in the game are similarly impressive
stylistically. Rather than the static sprites or bland art from the previous series, San Guo 11 opted to flesh out its cel-designs to
have detailed armor and animations for these specific battles. The end result is impressive and cinematic for its time.

Sound is standard. The music is fitting, with sweeping orchestral melodies during times of peace that switch to pounding and
tense drums during war. As the player conquers more and more of China, the overland tune becomes more and more dramatic
and invigorating.

The main core of the story is taken from the actual San Guo novels, but the execution here is very well done. Each scenario is
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preceded by a nice cinematic, and players have the option of watching actual events in the novels unfold during gameplay. Stand
back and watch as the tyrannical Dong Zhuo is betrayed by his most powerful general, the insidious Lu Bu. Watch as the blood-
brothers Liu Bei, Guan Yu, and Zhang Fei court the most revered of tacticians, Zhuge Liang. Regardless of which warlord you
play as, events unfold as you begin to establish a major foothold in China. Choose to either support the last of the Han Dynasty,
or to crush it and establish a new empire of your own. Form alliances with like-minded warlords, or break them to seize new
territory. However you choose to conquer China - As the people's liberator or the merciless dictator - your name will be forever
etched in the minds of all its citizens.

San Guo 11 exceeded my expectations for the series by a huge leap. Its one weakness is inherent to all San Guo games - the
length. It takes a long time to conquer China, and if you don't have the patience to sit down and spend a good chunk of your life
to do it, you probably shouldn't waste your time trying. This is not for the casual player. But for those of you who enjoy deep
and engrossing tactical gameplay, I can not recommend this enough to you.. INSIDE feels like a more polished LIMBO-style of
game with much improved graphics and a lot more storytelling and worldbuilding going on. The worldbuilding aspect in
particular is just really great, and very well done. LIMBO had, later in the game, a lot of puzzle areas with no distinct theme or
narrative, in my opinion. INSIDE manages to keep every area in the game feeling like a distinct part of a larger environment,
and its great. The puzzles are a lot easier than LIMBO, but they were still interesting. The game is definitely more creepy and
weird than LIMBO.

Recommended if you like exploratory 2D puzzle-type games like LIMBO.. There is absolutely nothing. Some music for what
feels super long. It's like the blue, but more boring. I am sorry, but it is not worth the price. There is only 1 scene and you can't
move. The art direction is average at best. For the price there are much better VR experience out there. I don't know, but this
looks like it was throw together in one afternoon quickly.
Or did I miss the way to actually travel?
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